**185.Fo. ARTHUR ELLIOTT**

The collection comprises photo prints made by the photographic section of the University of Cape Town of Elliott photographs in the Library of Parliament. The 496 prints are arranged in boxes and envelopes according to the lists provided by UCT. **See also:** Fourteen Elliott photographs from H.B. Thom's study, collection number 191.Fo. (in steel cabinet).

7. Single pictures (box 1) - 3-2505 (list B).
8. Single pictures (box 2) - 18491-29287 (list B).
15. Diverse prints from list A. Numbers on list provided.
16. Background documentation, i.e. various lists and letters; catalogue of an exhibition *Tavern of the seas*, held in April 1958; list of original paintings and drawings in the Library of Parliament; photocopies of information about some of the relevant artists.